In this Q1 recap: U.S. economic growth gains traction as vaccination rollout picks
up speed; Stocks higher, but questions about where they go from here linger.
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THE QUARTER IN BRIEF
The first quarter started on a bumpy note as investors grappled with a slow national
vaccination rollout, political uncertainty, and worries that the economic recovery may take
longer than anticipated. Sentiment turned more positive, however, as a stream of positive
economic data and solid fourth quarter corporate reports powered U.S equities to strong gains
in the first quarter of 2021.
With 99% of the companies in the S&P 500 index reporting, 79% reported a positive earnings
surprise, with just 17% reporting earnings below consensus estimates.1
Markets were also aided by a decline in new COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations, the passage
of a $1.9 trillion fiscal relief bill, and the Federal Reserve’s reassurances that it would maintain
its near-zero interest rate policy and monthly bond purchase program.
The stock market climb was not without its hiccups over the interpretation of comments by Fed
Chair Jerome Powell, inflation concerns, and a sharp and rapid rise in bond yields. Technology
shares and those of other high-growth companies experienced some of the biggest downdrafts
as investors appeared to rotate into more economically sensitive stocks.
Markets advanced higher, but trading turned choppy as the quarter came to a close. Traders
digested the outsized gains from the pandemic lows, and institutional investors and pension
plans underwent their quarterly rebalancing. Nevertheless, stocks closed near their highs as the
quarter came to a close.

THE U.S. ECONOMY
The U.S. economy continued its recovery in the first quarter, aided by a pick-up in the pace of
COVID-19 vaccinations nationwide, an increase in economic reopenings at the state and local
levels, and by government stimulus spending.
While economic growth in the first quarter won’t be known until April’s release of the Q1 GDP
(Gross Domestic Product) report, early indications suggest a robust growth rate in the first
three months of 2021, despite harsh winter weather in February that led to a slowdown in
consumer spending and manufacturing activity.
According to the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, which tracks economic data in real time,
their model is pointing toward a 4.7% real rate of GDP growth in the first quarter.2
This encouraging outlook is supported by a jump in manufacturing activity, as measured by the
ISM (Institute for Supply Management) Manufacturing PMI (Purchasing Managers Index), which
reached 60.8—a three-year high. The IHS Markit U.S. Services PMI registered even stronger
relative gains, posting its biggest expansion since July 2014.3,4
The consumer appears in good shape following the pandemic-induced economic shutdown,
with net worth at all-time highs and liabilities near pre-pandemic levels.5
Retail sales have picked up, rising 5.3% in February after three months of declines, while home
buying continues to be strong amid historically low mortgage rates.6
Contrasting this positive economic narrative is a more mixed picture for the labor market.
While the unemployment rate has come down from its elevated levels in 2020, improvement
has slowed. The unemployment rate for February 2021 was 6.2%, a modest decline from its
December 2020 rate of 6.7%.7
The number of Americans that remain unemployed stands at 10 million, while new jobless
claims hover at stubbornly high levels. For example, the 770,000 new jobless claims reported
for the week ending March 13 was above the four-week moving average of 746,250.8,9
Optimism for continued economic expansion remains high, and may be well-grounded. The
Federal Reserve revised its 2021 economic growth outlook in March, projecting the economy
to expand by 6.5% this year—a substantial upward revision from its previous estimate of 4.2%.
The Fed also forecast that the unemployment rate would decline to 4.5% by year-end, while
inflation would climb modestly to 2.2%—comfortably aligned with its inflation target.10

GLOBAL ECONOMIC HEALTH
The economic recovery in the European Union (EU) was hampered by a third wave of infections
and lockdowns in the first quarter. The failure of its vaccination rollout in member nations was
a major contributing factor for its recovery lagging that of the U.S.
It is estimated that the GDP of the EU will shrink by 0.4% in the first quarter, a disappointing
downward revision from an earlier estimated increase of 0.6%. Despite this setback, the
European Central Bank (ECB) maintains that the region’s economy remains on track to grow by
4.0% in 2021. This forecast, the ECB admits, is highly conditional on making progress in vaccine
distribution efforts and a reopening of member nations’ economies.11,12
China fared better than most countries in getting its economy moving again, as evidenced by its
16.9% jump in industrial output in January-February 2021, compared to the same period in
2019 (a pre-pandemic snapshot). Retail sales soared by 33.8%, though unemployment did tick
up.13
Amid a third lockdown in the United Kingdom, the Bank of England expects the U.K. economy
to shrink in the first quarter by 4%, though it is more hopeful going forward, thanks to a COVID19 vaccination rollout that is gathering steam, predicting 2021 growth to be 7.25%.14
The MSCI EAFE Index, which tracks developed overseas markets, slipped 2.93% in Q1. Emerging
markets felt the impact of a rising dollar and weak global economic growth. The MSCI-EM
(Emerging Markets) Index rose a modest 1.95%.

TIP OF THE QUARTER

Remember that recent payment activity accounts for the bulk of most credit
scores. An inactive card may actually result in a long-run negative effect on your
score.

LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD
After hitting a pandemic low on March 23, 2020, stocks came roaring back, with the first
quarter building on the remarkable rally of the last twelve months. The S&P 500 has
appreciated roughly 76% since that bottom, as of the one-year anniversary, leaving many
investors wondering where stocks go after such a powerful bull market run.15
Reflecting a cautious optimism, the Wall Street consensus for the S&P 500 is for a modest gain
of 4% for the remainder of 2021 from late March levels.16
Projecting the future direction of the market is difficult in any environment, but expect that
investors will be paying close attention to several key market levers going forward, namely,
corporate earnings, vaccination progress, economic data, and fiscal and monetary actions from
Washington and the Fed, respectively.
With regard to Washington, there are fiscal spending and taxation issues that may impact the
market in the months ahead. Chief among them is President Biden’s $1.9 trillion spending
proposal to fund infrastructure projects, which also may include increases in corporate taxes
and some personal income tax hikes.
Another massive spending bill may cut two ways: On the one hand, the market may welcome it,
seeing it as a driver of additional economic growth. Alternatively, an increase in borrowing may
result in higher bond yields as the market looks to absorb the new supply of Treasuries and fuel
already simmering fears of higher inflation.
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“You don't need a weatherman to know which way the wind
blows.”
BOB DYLAN
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